
THE PHREARRHIAN LEXSACRA 
AN INTERPRETATION 

MNHMEION ETKAEI ANAPI 

N 1970 EUGENE VANDERPOOL PUBLISHED a fragmentary lex sacra of the Attic deme 
Phrearrhoi.1 This was not only the first inscription of the deme to come to light but also the first 

evidence of any kind on the cult activities of the Phrearrhians. Its finding place, moreover, about 
halfway between the villages of Olympos and Anevyssos, provided the first real indication of the 
deme's location. Vanderpool's editio princeps was closely followed by a restoration of the inscription 
with appended notes by Franciszek Sokolowski.2 Nothing has appeared since this effort, and 
clearly the "adequate commentary" originally called for by Vanderpool has yet to appear. In this 
paper I should like to make a start toward such a commentary, through a systematic tabulation and 
interpretation of the res sacrae on the fragment. My hope is to extract tentative, but supportable, 
conclusions about the identity of the rites there described. 

To facilitate discussion, Vanderpool's text, with restorations by Vanderpool, Sokolowski, and 
myself, is reproduced below. Unidentified restorations are Vanderpool's.3 

ETOIX. 
...t... tve]potoL&V 0[?----------?----------------A- 

[tiv)tpL erajo]y6pwL 6v tp[wtot6xov?---------------------] 
... 6... nP9L]o0(Tow)a(v X0(x[----------------------------] 

[... Xtq1]&oX t,L X ie[)L ??-----------------------] 
5 [tepewa]UVCz xixjv txup6v (a)x[tov]------------------ Ott- 

[ezprnoL]ot? xolt 6 xipo &(xLvu,a6[aav-----------------] 
[... H]Xo6trvL Ou6vtraov xp(L6)[v-------------------to -] 
[8 y]oalteco tV &XXv xat V [------------------------] 
[. ]Ov v @t&)L 'EXre(a)LVL&L Pft6v [ ?------ -----------] 

10 [..]o 0i tpepoot6; &ftw tas[ ??----------------------- ] 
[. ]e v at tipeLaL ntoLa([a?----------------------- ] 
[Wv] 4~pexa(p)pkV 6o6v-tav A[ pt?------------- ?pea]- 
[pp]kL? xat L KpL Po &ppe[va---------------------] 
[..] xcvt tL &XXo6VcL VVt [?-----------------------] 

15 tiL(.)6v 6 dl 8t -to6 Pwo[ ?------------------------] 
L Y)po6 taxaatiaat ix(p)a[Lpav?------------------- ?]- 

eouq vaaxaaiaa tiLxpap[av-------- ?-------------] 
enlt totu) Pf3o(40tv) -VUL 'EXeuaLV[L-------------------tL r]- 
oG HXo6$tWvo; pfr4wL tezpez6auv[a----------------- & p]- 

20 oLv WV p)v tL epeaL xa[t?----------------------x]- 
upOv taxLov III ltoU tpeou [--------------------------- 

Xa H itov X6tpov ape[-- ?--------------------- v t]- 

1 Vanderpool 1970 (= SEG XXXV 113). For the deme name, see Traill 1986, pp. 145-146 et passim. For my 
approach to this inscription I am indebted to Professor Jon D. Mikalson. I am also grateful for the comments and 
material aid of this article's two anonymous referees. 

2 1971, pp. 217-219. This restoration, while facile, correct, and yielding a connected text, should be treated with 
extreme caution. 

3 I have worked from Vanderpool's photograph of the inscription (1970, pl. 15), having not been able, unfortunately, 
to inspect the stone (Athens EM 13384) itself. 
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92 ROBERT M. SIMMS 

LcXYL t-o- 'EXeuaLvto[u------------------------------] 
Ua(.)v Laa xoatv y[?-----------------------------? 

25 aaXLoX8L6vtc,aoxv y[---------------------------------] 
[.]c xat toU 'I&XoU [4----------------------------]---] 
[..]OL(.) r t3P86[itL i Bxa?-----------------------] 

[nnxalnspustx----------------------------- [.]xat tf' ~?vL[xi _?-] 
[ .... ] T6v PWV[6v------------- ------ ------ ----- ] 

30 [.6 ]evot[--- 
[ ] [--------------------------------------] 

Line 2: np[&tot6xov] Simms: see below. np[o0u6vt&caav] Sokolowski. 
Line 4: [Xa,n]6c8oq Sokolowski. 
Lines 5-6: [ot tepototL]ot? Vanderpool, Sokolowski. 
Lines 7-8: [tots nj]6-atl? Vanderpool, Sokolowski. 
Line 8: v indicates an uninscribed space that possibly contained a letter rendered in paint (cf. vv, 14). 
Lines 12-13: (A V4,Upl) [bpeczpp]at? Simms: see below. (A 5j,rItpL) [/ aViop6(p)cn Sokolowski (cf. bpeoz- 
(p)pcav < bpectLpUav, 12; htix(p)cz[Lpcz] < ,iiAxLo[Lpo], 16). 
Line 15: punctuation added by Sokolowski. 
Lines 16-17: hVtxpatpa Vanderpool, corrected to -av by Sokolowski (cf sV%po6q). 
Lines 19-20: [&t6 &Vip]otv t&-v Pf3V&- Sokolowski. [kowv fk]otv Vanderpool. 
Line 20: xa[l] Sokolowski. 
Line 27: -ijL U EP86[ji)L &it 8ixa] Simms: see below. 

This text is unfortunately lacunate in epithets of Demeter. The goddess of line 2 is almost 
certainly Demeter Thesmophoros, given the surviving letters. Demeter Karpophoros, while also 
possible (and a state goddess elsewhere in the Greek world4), is known in Attic inscriptions only 
from two private dedications (IG 112 4587, line 3; 4730, line 3) of, respectively, the 4th century B.C. 

and the 1 st century A.C. The next goddess named, together with Kore ( ]tL, line 13), could possibly 
be Demeter Thesmophoros as well, since the inscription has other instances (lines 12, 16) of rho 
incompletely carved and thus masquerading as iota.5 This identification is, however, unlikely: 
first, Demeter Thesmophoros has already received a sacrifice in line 2;6 second, the male victim 
is wholly inappropriate and unattested for this goddess (see discussion below, p. 94); and third, 
there is an attractive candidate for the ending -LwL as written: Demeter ppappLoq, the deme's 
eponym, whose priestess held a seat in the theater of Dionysos (A?).r)tp[os] Ppeapo6o[u], IG 112 
5155). Vanderpool restored another reference to Demeter and Kore as xx Oec' in lines 19-20: 
the resulting collocation [totv Oe]otv xxv pw(t?)v 'W r t epeCoi, however, does not easily submit to 
translation. First, rtiL LtepeLaL can hardly govern the preceding genitives: no title "priest/priestess 
of the altars (of the two goddesses)" is otherwise attested (the nearest is 6 ntt pwt lepei% at 
Eleusis: IG I3 6, face C, line 47; SEG XXX 61, face B, fragmentfJ line 4), while "priestess of the 
two goddesses," although possibly extant (tEv h]Lppe[a]y [xot t6v] ypcz8[vt-v tOLV 0COtV]?, IG I3 
231, fragment a, lines 13-14; to-[aLv hLepeiFVaL tov Oeotv]?, SEG XIII 4, line 5), is impossible here 
because of the order and the separation of [0e]otv and lepdoa. But even if the priestess is removed 
from this combination, an acceptable translation of the rest remains problematic. "The altars 
[genitive] of the two goddesses" requires, so far as I can see, a preposition (e.g., &in) or some other 
word to govern the genitive, but [&xlt totv Oe]oUv C-v pfr.(y) v would be most bizarre, not only for 
this inscription but for Greek. Sokolowski's [(&oto) &a4ip]otv xWv p&(.t)-v is therefore preferable. 

4 Tegea (Pausanias 8.53.7), Didyma (I.Didyma 504 [= SEG XXVIII 852], lines 11-12), Ephesos (Ephesos IX 1, Dl 
[= LSCG Suppl. 121, SEG XXVIII 866], lines 28-29), Miletos (MDAI [I] 1980, pp. 230-233, col. C, lines 4-5). 

5 See Vanderpool 1970, p. 49; Sokolowski 1971, pp. 218-219. 
6 Sokolowski (1971) deals with this objection by understanding the sacrifice of line 2 as a atp60u%o, but in this case it 

is difficult to understand why Demeter would receive the prothyma alone but later Oines 12-13) share the (putatively) 
main sacrifice with Kore. 
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Among the sacrificial offerings, my supplement iv tp[&to6oxov] (line 2) for Demeter Thes- 
mophoros is paralleled for Demeter (without epithet) in a lex sacra of Mykonos (LSCG 96, line 16 
[ca. 200 B.c.]) to be discussed further below (p. 95). Pregnant sows, moreover, are standard for 
Demeter Thesmophoros (see Table 2, pp. 96-97 below), and tp[jtot6xov] would suggest that 
specification here. 

Vanderpool dated the lex Phrearrhia to ca. 250 B.C., noting, however, that its letter forms and 
morphology could support a date as early as the late 4th century.7 In this connection two mor- 
phological features should be mentioned that were perhaps in Vanderpool's mind but not specif- 
ically stated.8 First, three of the inscription's four verbal imperative endings (tp]9La.tc&vTWczYv 
[line 3], 0vov6Tczav [line 12], and 8dL6v-waav [line 25]) are transitional between the -vt&v of 
classical times and the later -toczav.9 Three Attic parallels for such transitional endings exist: 
xaOekX6vwaoczv (IG 112 204, lines 47-48 [352/1 B.C.]), 6eLX6vt&raav (REG 91, 1978, pp. 289-306 
[= SEG XXVIII 103], line 43 [332/1]), and j4LO0(JacOvtAa)xav (IG II2 1241, line 52 [300/299]). The 
fourth imperative, oLLvUa0waoXcv (line 6), is a "pure" late form, for which no secure Attic parallel 
is attested before 300 B.C. " Considering, then, the transitional imperative forms of the inscription 
(parallels ca. 350-300) and its one imperative of later type (no parallel before 300), I should like 
to propose a date higher than Vanderpool's though still within his range of possibilities, that is, 
ca. 300 B.C.I1 

As Vanderpool recognized, this inscription contains "a set of cult regulations ... dealing with 
the rites of the Eleusinian goddesses, Demeter and Kore and their associates: sacrifices, perquisites, 
procedure and the like." 12 The salient elements of the inscription are categorized in Table 1, with 
line numbers appended in parentheses. 

The first question that can be addressed via Table 1 is the source of our inscription. Vanderpool 
assumed that the regulations in question were an official lex of the deme Phrearrhoi. 3 This 
assumption has been challenged, however, by Robin Osborne, who raises the possibility that the 
inscription is "a set of regulations for a local Eleusinion and not a deme decree at all." 14 Where, 
as here, the preamble of a text does not survive, the question of its origin is difficult to settle: 
locally issued cult regulations, in fact (e.g., IG 112 1364, 4962), are concerned with many of the 
same matters, and use the same terminology, as polis or deme decrees. But some elements of the 
inscription do suggest deme, rather than local, origin. First, all the characteristics of a typical 
public sacred calendar are found: sacrifices in calendrical order, divinities, victims, perquisites 
of officials, and valuation. Second, among the functionaries governed by these regulations are 
hieropoioi, officials of a deme or polis, not a sanctuary. These indications of deme origin, while not 
conclusive, should help allay the doubts raised by Osborne. 

The elements of the lex Phrearrhia as set out in Table 1 can next be addressed in turn. First are 
the divinities and their offerings; in Table 2 are listed all comparanda for these from inscriptions 
describing public cult activity. The divinities of the lex to be considered, again, are Demeter 
(Thesmophoros, Phrearrhios[?] 15), Kore, Plouton, and Iacchos. One quasi-parallel is in the Delian 

7Vanderpool 1970, p. 47. 
8 I owe these observations and epigraphical parallels to one of the referees of this article. 
9 Meisterhans 1900, ?63.d.10-1 1. 

10 Our inscription also uniformly employs -V)t rather than -et for the dative of ax-stem nouns and adjectives (t, 
lines 12, 13, 20, 27; K6pVjL, line 12; mOXft, line 23); the post-Euclidian replacement of -Yjt by -et begins around 
380 B.C. and predominates after 300: Meisterhans 1900, ??15.8-9, 48.10; Threatte 1980, ?23.00. Since, however, 
this replacement was nevcr complete, its presence or absence in a given inscription is useless for dating. 

1l This is, in fact, the date adopted by the editor of the text in SEG XXXV 113. 
12 Vanderpool 1970, p. 49. 
13 Vanderpool 1970, p. 50. 
14 Osborne 1985, pp. 177, 251, note 39. 
15 We would not, of course, expect to find this very local Demetcr in another setting 
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TABLE 1 

Divinities Offeris 
Demeter 0ecato]y6pct (line 2) sv np[cxox6xov?] 
[Demeter 4Ppeapp]xt? + Kore (lines 12-13) ,o-u0i &ppe[vcx] 
Plouton (line 19) xp(6)[v] 

(.Vpok, M?aaXt(aV?z? tExpatp[mv]: thighs, 
haunches w/shoulder meat, half heads) 
(lines 16-17) 

Iakkhos (line 26) 

Sacred Officials Perquisites 
hieropoios (line 10), -oi (line 1) x6axfv iXeu p6v (a)X[(ov] 
keryx (line 6) (the ham, ribs, haunch) (line 5) 
priestess (line 20), -es (line 11) [txe]Upbv taxtov 

(ribs, haunch) (lines 20-21) 

Structures Sacral Implements 
Eleusinion lamp and lampstand (line 4) 

with single altar (lines 9, 18) torch (ines 24-25) 
with court (line 23) khytros (line 22) 

altars (ines 15, 20) 
altar of Plouton (line 19) 

Valuation Dates 
3 obols (line 21) a day beginning with "seven" (line 27) 

Thesmophoria (nos. 1, 4, 5[?]; 2, 3 also to Thesmophoroi);16 another is the specifically Eleusinian 
grouping (nos. 11-21) in the Mysteries or the Eleusinia (no. 14 in the Proerosia). We turn now 
to the sacrifices themselves: a pregnant(?) sow17 for Demeter Thesmophoros, a male bovid for 
Demeter Phrearrhios(?) and Kore, and a ram for Plouton. Numbers 1-9 below show parallels for 
the sow and demonstrate that this is a typical sacrifice to Demeter, especially as Thesmophoros'8 
(nos. 1-4, 5[?]) and as Chloe (nos. 6-8; contra no. 23). Bovids, on the other hand (nos. 1 1-18), 
are concentrated in sacrifices to Demeter Eleusinia at the Eleusinian Mysteries, Eleusinia, and 
(once) Proerosia, and many of these are male (certainly nos. 13-16; cf. the male piglets of no. 10 
to Demeter Eleusinia at Sparta).'9 The inscription, then, seems to reproduce a basic disjunction 
in the data below, that is, between sacrifices at the Thesmophoria and the Chloia, emphasizing 
pregnant sows, 20 and at the Mysteries and Eleusinia, emphasizing bovids (often male). But while 
the comparanda below may be simply classified as either/or (i.e., unequivocally on one side or the 
other of the disjunction), the lex Phrearrhia represents and encompasses both sides. For this reason, 
I suspect that the inscription has to do with rites of more than usual complexity and length. If, 

16 This parallel is attested likewise for Athens in Aristophanes, Th. 295-298: the two Thesmophoroi, Plouton, 
Kalligeneia, Kourotrophos (= Ge), Hermes, and the Graces. 

17 Given that female victims were regular for goddesses, one should assume that all the goddess-associated (a)4es, 
XoLPot, P6&, and even BeXp&xto above are feminine if otherwise unspecified (8Xcp,a, on the other hand, is feminine by 
nature). 

18 Cf. Burkert 1985, p. 13. 
19 The ram, of course, is also male, and its distribution above is interesting in showing frequent association with 

Kore (nos. 12, 21-23; cf. the boars of nos. 5 and 1 1). Plouton and his surrogate, Zeus (Eu)bouleus, on the other hand, 
receive mostly pigs (nos. 3, 5, 1 1), but as Polyxenos, a sheep (no. 21); these also are either certainly (no. 1 1) or probably 
male. In our inscription, the ram to Plouton in line 7 perhaps suggests his link to Kore, or even that Kore should be 
restored as co-recipient of this victim. Note, however, the absence of this, or any other demonstrably male victim, 
in the Delian Thesmophoria. 

20 Burkert 1985, p. 13. 
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moreover, we are to identify them at all plausibly with a known festival, we must seek a festival 
that itself encompassed both sides of the disjunction, that is, a festival that embodied elements 
of both Thesmophoria and (understood most generally) Eleusinia. 

This approach receives some support from a lex sacra of Mykonos (Table 2, no. 5), which 
warrants attention for its parallel to the conjectural iv np[&tot6xov] in line 2 of our inscription. 
The relevant lines (15-22 of Sokolowski's transcription, LSCG 96) are quoted below. 

15 ArvatVXLvo$V Bex&qt 
&irt ea)LtVL 6np xapitOu Al,plyrpt 6v Evxu,ova np&tot6xov, 
K6p7)t x&lpov tEXeov, At1 Bot)Xei xotpov t3autca WL6vmv te- 
poiotot &lo tou tepou &pyup(ou xact {uXa 8t&6vt6v xat 6X&c; 

&7tLVeXeG0WbVe 
- t6v) lep6v 6isrcS xacX& *L &pXovte xact e- 

20 petS 'av U tit Be-t xaXXtepe-v, teponotolt 8t6v[-t]w)v eE 
tYv eoptCv [Pa]L&tr&a MUXoVL&a&LV h fouXo[1]i[vv x]al tn$v ot- 
xouac$v &JA Mux0[v]&]L 6aaL irt A4tv)tx patvrnX[v]vtav 

These sacrifices, scheduled "after[?] the song about the xapn6g" (line 16), were conducted at 
a women's festival (lines 20-22).21 Because of the "Eleusinian triad" of Demeter, Kore, and 
(Eu)Bouleus, which received sacrifice on this occasion (lines 16-17), and the reference to female 
participants who "have been initiated/consecrated to Demeter" (line 22), one might at first think 
that the rites in question were mysteries. Numbers 1-3 of Table 2, however, show that this triad in 
fact appears most often in Thesmophoria, not Mysteria, while the limitation to female participants 
also suggests rites like the Thesmophoria rather than mysteries of Eleusinian type.22 On the other 
hand, not only the administration (lines 17-20) but even more intimate aspects (tiv tepiv: line 19) 
of the festival seem to be in the hands of males; particularly noteworthy is the &ItiiXetcZ of &pXov-e5 
and tepe-t (lines 19-20), instead of &pXouCat and tlpeta as in the well-known Athenian lex sacra 
on the Thesmophoria, IG II2 1184, lines 3-6: 

TO_ U &bepo6GUO xoLvet &tppot- 

spas Wo6vxLt T . tepe(o (vitio pro tL tepexat) dIs 
5 ntv toptrv xalt - 

vt()v 1eGAIoCopL6)v tyLextetov 

These indications, together with the connotations of tetX[r]vtaL in line 22, should not be dismissed 
and suggest that in the lex sacra from Mykonos, as in the lex Phrearrhia, we see rites that in some sense 
meld Thesmophoria and Mysteria 23 

When we consider the sacred personnel of the lex Phrearrhia-hieropoioi, a keryx, and 
priestesses-we are led once again to the conclusion that the rites described cannot be exactly those 
of Thesmophoria, for the male hieropoioi and keryx would have been totally excluded from that 
festival. Hieropoioi, officials charged with managing and conducting rites and festivals throughout 
the Greek world,24 were numerous in Athens and Attica. Among the demes, their existence is 

21 The rubric about ot xcxpnot is again reminiscent of Demeter Karpophoros. Yet, considering the obscurity of this 
goddess's cult in Greece and the inscription's silence about Demeter's epithet, the identification as Karpophoros rather 
than, e.g., Thesmophoros, would be excessively speculative. It is even possible that these two goddesses were conflated: 
I.Eph 213, lines 3-6 (A.D. 83/84): jiucranpto xal OuatoL ... xoxO' Exoaancov 1vLoUrv &Le)ouvvoc lv 'Ecp6crc A5jxnUpt 
Kopnoyp6py xolt E3eatiog6py xotl 0%otg E w,To6 6n6 ucr& .. v.... 

22 Cf. Nilsson 1906, p. 328. For the Thesmophoria as an exclusively women's festival, see IG II2 1184, lines 3-6; 
Isaios 8.19; Burkert 1985, p. 242. 

23 This melding is also seen in the epistolary inscription from Ephesos quoted in note 21 above. 
24 RE VIII, 1913, cols. 1583-1588, s.v. 'Ieponotot (J. Oehler); Whitehead 1986, pp. 142-143. 
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TABLE2 
OFFERING DnNrry CIRCUMSTANCES SOURCE 

1 

S; iyx6j1Wv The Thesmophoroi Posideon (line 111) Delos: 1O I 316 (231 B.C.), 
Thesmophoria line 120* 

(cf. LD II 372, face A, 
lines 94, 103-104) 

2 
65; IyxC1uov Demeter Thesmophoros Metageitnion Delos: IG XI ii 287 

(sacrifices also to (250 B.C.), col. A, 
Kore, Zeus Eubouleus) line 69 

3 
65 tyx4Sv Demeter Thesmophoros Metageitiion Delos: 1D I 290 (246 B.C.), 

beXp&xLov, xo6LPo' lines 88, 90-91 

8exq4pxtov, Xo6Po? Zeus Eubouleus 
( Plouton) 

4 
65 1yxi$uoVv Demeter Thesmophoros Posideon? (line 52) Delos: LD I 338 (224 B.C.), 

B&Xqc4xtov Kore (sacrifice also to Thesmophoria? col. A, fragment ab, 
Zeus Eubouleus) (cf. 1 above) lines 58-59 

5 
65 6vx6(Ov Demeter Lenaion 10 Mykonos: LSCG 96 

7tP(-Yro6xo(x (E)7 em4t 611np xoVpEoO) (ca. 200 B.C.), lines 15-16 
x&itpos -rixeoq Kore (women's festival) line 17 

XOtPO5 Zeus Boukus line 17 

( Eubouleus = Plouton) 

6 
65c xCoiUc Demeter Ekusinia Anthesterion Tetrapolis: IG II2 1358 
6i xCoiuac Demeter Chloe (biennial sacrifices) (400-350 B.C.), col. II, 

lines 48-49 

7 
6; x6ou[ax] Demeter Chloe Anthesterion Tetrapolis: IG II2 1358 

(400-350 B.C.), col. II, 

line 49 

8 

U;c Bio xaxLatcrlOluXxv Demeter Chloe Posideon 12 Mykonos: LSCG 96 

h kripcx &yx6A[%OV] (ca. 200 B.C.), lines 11-13 

9 
aDs &tvr6xa Demeter late spring, in Andania: IG V i 1390 

procession of Mysteries (92-91 B.C.), col. A, 
at Andania (sacrifices also line 68 
to Hermes, the Great Gods, 
Apollo Karneios, Hagne) 

10 

XOLPCtLx Demeter Elusinia tv 'EXcucwov(c Sparta: IG Vi 364 
au,o &apaevx (sacrifices also to (undated), lines 8-9 

Xdtpo? &par)v Kore Despoina, Tyche) 
XotPo? &rpanv Plouton 

11 

p?S Demeter Elusinia Metageitnion Tetrapolis: IG II2 1358 

rPct5 XotZot Kore (biennial sacrifices, (400-350 B.C.), col. II, 
xpL6( perhaps reflecting lines 43-44 

state Eleusiniat) 
* Also ILD 2 372, face A, lines 103-104; 398, face A, line 9; 440, face A, line 36; 442, face A, line 200; 444, face A, line 31; 

447, line 16; 459, line 61; 460, fragment t, line 69. 
t For the Eleusinian agone, or Eleusinia, see Van der Loeff 1903, Sinmms 1975. 
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OQERING Dnrrv CIRCUMSTANCES SOURCE 

12 
30;5S Demeter/Kore sacrifice of Milesian theoroi Athens: IG II2 992 

at Greater(?) Mysteries (2nd century B.c.), line 4 

13 
f3oOq (m.pl.) Demeter/Kore? general sacrifices at Athens: IG II2 1028 

Greater Mysteries (100-99 B.C.), lines 10-1 1+ 

14 
f3O; (m.pl.) Demeter/Kore? general sacrifices at Athens: IG II2 1028 

Eleusinian Proerosia (100-99 B.C.), lines 28-29 

15 
f3o0 tpocpt(c Demeter/Kore? general sacrifices at Athens: IG II2 1028 
(m.) 86o Eleusinia (100-99 B.C.), lines 15-16 

16 
atopos Demeter/Kore? sacrifice of Epimeletai of Athens: IG II2 847 

Mysteries at the Eleusinia (ca. 215-214 B.C.), lines 24-26 

17 
{3Oig Demeter/Kore? sacrifice on behalf of Technitai Athens: IG II2 1330 

tept t6V Al6VumoV (163-130 B.C.), lines 51-52 
at the Eleusinia 

18 
-rpUr-oo P6ocpXos Demeter/Kore/ at the Eleusinia Eleusis: IG I3 5 (ca. 500 B.C.), 

Plouton/Dolichos or Mysteries line 5 (cf. IG I3 78 
[ca. 422 B.C.], lines 37-38) 

19 
ot; Demeter Metageitnion 12 in City Erchia: Daux 1963, p. 607 

Eleusinion (perhaps (375-350 B.c.; = SEG XXI 
preparatory to the Eleusinia) 541), col. B, lines 1-5 

20 
ot5, Demeter in connection with Mysteries Athens: IG II2 1673 
xpto; Kore (327/326 B.c.), line 62 

21 
ot; Demeter at the Eleusinia Athens: State Calendar, 
xptoL Kore (sacrifices also to many Hesperia 4, 1935, p. 21 
otcs Polyxenos other divinities) (410-399 B.C.; cf. SEG XXI 

( Plouton) 540, lines 62-64, 68) 

22 
xploCu KA Kore Erythrai: IEty 207, line 47, 

(cf. lines 57, 78) 

23 
ot; x(oao Demeter Chloe Elaphebolion Thorikos: SEG XXXIII 147 

(380-375 B.c.), line 39 
ot; xcocao Demeter Mounichion lines 44-45 

24 
6tL 6idrkc Demeter Gortyn: IC IV 3 

(ca. 650-500 B.c.), line 3 

25 
ot5 T)execo Demeter Batromios 22 Kos: LSCG 151 (350 B.c.), 
xoat -rke xiouaoca &a 'A?xrla(& side A, lines 5940 

26 
ot0 xu'eoa Demeteres Zminthios 4 Kamiros: LSCG Suppl. 95 

(Demeter/Kore) (1st century B.c.) 

27 
xpL6s (Demeter) AGhaia Thargelion Tetrapolis: IG 112 1358 

McIf]0(*?) (400-350 B.C.), col. II, line 27 
Also IG 112 1008, lines 8-9; 1029, lines 7-B; 1030, lines 7-8; SEG XV 104, lines 11-12. 
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specifically attested for Aixone, Paianeia, Rhamnous, and Eleusis.25 Thus, the hieropoioi of the 
inscription may indeed belong to Phrearrhoi, as its directions to them (ines 5-6?, line 10) suggest. 

The herald is also likely to be a deme functionary26 Beyond the great genos of Kerykes, which 
held sacral responsibilities in Eleusinian cult and elsewhere at Athens,27 other "ordinary" heralds 
played an important role in Attic religion. In the decree concerning the genos of Salaminioi,8 
a herald receives perquisites along with the priests of the genos Oines 43-46, 63-65), and his office is 
termed a tepekaucvr (ine 64). Likewise, in the Athenian state calendar of 410-399 B.C.,29 a herald 
receives priestly perquisites from sacrifice along with the phylobasile ofthe tribe of Geleontes (ines 39- 
43, 52-56).30 To receive such emoluments, the herald must have taken part in the sacrifices from 
which they were derived, and indeed, a herald's role as "master of ceremonies" is both attested 
and easily imagined. Kleidemos (FGrHist 323 F5 = Athenaios 14.78, 660a-b) reports 68pkv &' ot 
xnp xeg &XPL oxxot ? o vOofovTeq . .. xcxt axeu&iovtS xact VcraUtXXovteg, tL &' oEvoXoouvT(. 
Athenaios (14.79) also traces back to Homer the appropriateness for heralds "to bring the items for 
oaths and for sacrifice," and further relates (5.49) a ceremony at Athens in the time of Mithridates 
Eupator in which a herald proclaimed the spondai at the conclusion of the thysiaiA' A master 
of ceremonies is really necessary whenever large groups perform complex rituals. The exertions 
of the paid sacrificer in Menander's ColaX32 illustrate the need for someone to keep a ceremony 
moving, orderly, and thus pleasing to the divinities honored: 

aiov5 BIBoU aU intX&yXv' &xoXov0Wv. stot PXinte;; 
aiov35. cpep' j nt- Eaa. aovB5. xacxC6 

9exL oeo-; 0XUVnt0oL; esX(4?eoa 
'OxUVtnaL, ictOm La-XOay43Ve 

iv yXMattcv &v totnL-&86v a-t -qptav, 
OyEeLav, ayaOa& noXXa, tr$v 6vtrv -e vuv 
ayxOc$v 6vrLv 7taat. oa-u-' euXWeOa. 

Not every sacrifice will have warranted the services of a herald. That the rites in the lex Phrearrhia 
did require one is another indication of their extent and complexity. 

Priestesses are our inscription's third category of sacral personnel, and their distinctive 
contribution to the identification of the festival represented is their naming of goddesses, that 
is, Demeter and Kore, as its focus. 

The inscription's personnel, then, are probably local to the deme Phrearrhoi and are thus 
nonspecific to known rites, although we may gather from the existence of both male and female 
officials that the festival honored goddesses but was not the Thesmophoria. For the time being, it 
seems appropriate simply to keep these personnel in mind until other evidence suggests a particular 
rite and then ask whether they are compatible with it. 

25 Aixone: IG II2 1199, line 5; Paianeia: IG I3 250, lines 9-10; Rhamnous: SEG XV 112, lines 16-18; Eleusis: 
IGI3 391, lines 10-11, 17-18. 

26 For keykes generally, see RE XI, 1921, cols. 349-357, s.v. Keryx (J. Oehler); Whitehead 1986, pp. 141-142. 
27 Dittenberger 1885, pp. 1-40; Roussel 1934, pp. 819-834; Foucart 1914, pp. 143-148, 156-159; T6pffer [1889] 

1973, pp. 80-92. For extra-Eleusinian involvement of this genos, see Athenaios 6.26, 234e; IG I3 241, line 17 (note 30 
below). 

28 Ferguson 1938, pp. 3-5. 
29 Oliver 1935, pp. 19-32, no. 2. 
30 Cf. xipuXawv hot AmoXtet4[o]t[q] (IG I3 241, line 17); 1 yBXCro - 

x5puxt .. . ivrat (Aristophanes, Pl. 1110 
and schol. KaocXXpaprog nxv OuoVivcv rpYl'A n yX6aacS not- ) x5puXtV &ltov4LeCO(at). 

31 Cf. also schol. Iliad 18.558: 'AOTrvaOtot 8 xat v)v no6c nept tepoupyEav novou,utvou; KYpuxac (leg. potius x75p., 
cf.Jacoby, FGrHist III 1, 64-65) powJv. 

32 Sandbach 1972, p. 172, fragment 1. 
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Now let us consider location. Both original editors of the lex Phrearrhia asserted with more 
or less confidence that its rites belonged to, and were conducted in, the deme Phrearrhoi.33 I think 
that this is at least debatable. Two distinctive elements of the inscription are relevant: The first is a 
phrase that distinguishes the Phrearrhians from "others": [totL 8v%L]6atxL ,'rta txv &Xhv xcd [.1 
(line 8) suggests something shared between the two groups. David Whitehead34 interprets these 
"others" as local metics, etc., who are being granted certain limited rights of participation in this 
deme festival, and in fact, one other deme lex sacra (of Skambonidai: IG I3 244, col. C, lines 7-9) 
does explicitly mention metics. This very explicitness, however, is important and makes the two 
cases less comparable than might be thought. In fact, no Greek civic inscription, so far as I have 
been able to discover, fails to identify groups designated ot &XXot wherever they are mentioned, as, 
for example, ot a&XXoL tpurave-t or ot &XXoL ot.... The placement of xaE immediately following 
txv &XXwv in the lex Phrearrhia, on the other hand, precludes further definition. It may be that 
"the others" here were deemed to have been sufficiently identified at some earlier point in the 
inscription, but there is no evidence elsewhere for such tolerance of even momentary ambiguity. 
Another possibility is that "the others" are undefined precisely because they were, in fact, an 
unidentifiable mass-a group of casual festival attendees from many places whose identity was 
not important. If the rites in question took place within the deme Phrearrhoi, we should then 
have to suppose a relatively major festival there with a polydemic or "international" clientele, but 
(although the point can hardly be pressed) if such a festival did take place, there is no evidence of it. 

The second distinctive element of the inscription is its extensive preoccupation with minute 
details of procedure. Many leges sacrae include procedural matter35 but none in such detail or in 
so narrative a style as this. This point can best be illustrated by a tabulation in Table 3 of the 
inscription's extraordinary references to sacred officials, ritual actions, and places. By "extraordinary" 
I mean "beyond what is typical of sacred laws": omitted, therefore, are (1) all general indications 
of location, bare statements of sacrifice to particular divinities, perquisites, and prices; (2) all 
extra-ritual details (i.e., the provision or selection of, or payment for, victims or ritual equipment); 
and (3) all secular participants in rites (e.g., archons, public slaves, etc.). 

In 112 words, the lex Phrearrhia gives 5 priestly categories, 6 arguably ritual directions, and 
5 different ritual places, some of which-let us conservatively say 2-will have entailed still further 
ritual directions that have been lost. Adding the numbers above, we may compute a rough index of 
ritual specification (r) per hundred words: 18/112 = r/ 100; r = 16.07. Considering the same 
extraordinary categories in other similar leges sacrae, we find that the narrative lex from Mykonos 
discussed above (p. 95; LSCG 96) contains in 287 words 6 priestly categories, 17 ritual directions, 
and 2 different ritual places: 25/287 = r/ 100; r = 8.71. Another very fragmentary narrative lex, 
IG II2 334, in 225 words contains 1 priestly category, 7 ritual directions, and 3 different ritual 
places: 11 /225 = r/ 100; r = 4.88. The standard tabular (nonnarrative) sacred calendar of Erchia 
(Daux 1963), on the other hand, has in two of its columns (A, E) the following: in 201 words, 
3 priestly categories, 20 ritual directions, and 1 ritual place (omitting, as noted above, indications of 
place designating nothing more specific than "hill," "sanctuary," or "agora"): 24/201 = r/100; 
r = 11.94. The uniqueness of the lex Phrearrhia is equally striking if we consider the sum of 
extraordinary priestly categories, ritual directions, and ritual places per day. Under the assumption 
(see p. 103 below) that lines 1-27 describe the rites of one day, the inscription's index of per-diem 
ritual specification is 18. For LSCG 96, the index reaches 10 on the most densely specified day 
(lines 5-15), while Daux (1963, cols. A-E) reaches 6 (in cols. F and A, lines 1-12).36 These crude 

33 Vanderpool 1970, p. 49; Sokolowski 1971, pp. 218-219. 
34 1986, p. 205. 
35 See Dow 1968, pp. 170-171. 
36 IG II2 334 mentions the topxn (lines 5, 30) of bhe Panathenaia, which may have occupied three or more of 

the event's eight(?) days, but specifically names the procession (lines 16-18, 31-34) and pannychis (lines 31-33), which 
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TABLE 3 
Official Action Location line(s) 
? of hieropoioi ? ? 1 

? erect - in front of ? 3 
hieropoioi(?)/herald dine ? 6 

- to/for the demesmen? ? 7-8 
together with the others 

to/on (e.g.) the altar 9 
in the Eleusinion 

the following(?) priest leave the ? 10 
the priestesses do/make ? 11 

is customary/righteous ? 14-15 
(on)to the altars 15 

on the altar in the 18 
Eleusinion 

on/beside (e.g.) the 18-19 
altar of Plouton 

of/on (e.g.) both of the altars 19-20 
to the priestess and the - 20 

place money for(?) ? 21-22 
wood on the k4ytros 
provide ..(?) ? 22 

in the court of 22-23 
the Eleusinion 

?to a torch ? 24 

attempts at quantification are intended only to focus attention on a genuine peculiarity of the lex 
Phrearrhia that might otherwise be taken lightly or go unnoticed. Other leges sacrae assume that cult 
officials know their local sanctuaries, normal procedures, and their own roles and that, therefore, 
they need no script apart from reminders about the occasional anomalies of particular rites. Our 
lex, by contrast, does not seem to assume such knowledge. 

Two things that might explain this peculiarity may be suggested. The first is rites that are new 
or revised. Two of the leges above, in fact, owe their relatively elaborate statements of procedure to 
such novelty: the preamble (lines 1-4) of LSCG 96 attributes its compilation to a recent synoecism of 
thepoleis on Mykonos around 200 B.C. that led to the introduction of new and/or revised ceremonies. 
IG II2 334, on the other hand, describes an elaboration of the program of the Lesser Panathenaia 
supported by the leasing of some newly acquired land (lines 16-17). Both these inscriptions contain 
phrasing that links the new rites to previous or customary practice: ia8e Boiev MuxovLOLs Lep[a] 
6utev tpos; -cots 6poiTepov xac dnopOrW 7ept n7v nponcpxv (LSCG 96, lines 2-3); xxO&inp 
tp06repov, xacac (Ta&) e'W[00o`a], xaOa&cep &v ra-L &XXaL( xpeavoVxaL( (IG II2 334, lines 10, 15, 25). 
The lex Phrearrhia, however, shows no reference to earlier practice, although this is hardly conclusive 
in view of its incomplete preservation, and in any case its procedure is given in significantly 
greater detail than is that of either comparandum above. There is, of course, a second possible 
explanation for this exhaustive detail, this unwillingness to assume priestly knowledge, that is, that 
our lex is describing rites outside the sphere of priestly local knowledge and experience: rites long, 
complicated, infrequently (e.g., annually) observed, and in a relatively unfamiliar setting outside 
the deme. While this possibility lacks parallels, I think it merits attention nonetheless. 

occupied the Haupttag of the festival (see Mikalson 1975, p. 34). Thus the number of days represented by this inscription 
is uncertain: if we conservatively take the possible range as between 1 and 3 days, the rate will vary from 3.67 to 11 
(in contrast, once again, to the lex Phrearrhia's 18). 
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More promising than these feeble indications of an extra-deme venue is the inscription's 
mention of the god Iacchos (line 26). This god is unattested outside the Athens-Eleusis axis, where 
he is a creature of the great procession of the Eleusinian Mysteries.37 Originally a personification of 
the cry 1axXe uttered by the mystai in procession from Athens to Eleusis, this divinity had essentially 
no function elsewhere.38 His mention here, then, provides a further, and perhaps more solid, 
indication that the lex Phrearrhia does describe a festival whose venue is either Athens39 or Eleusis, not 
Phrearrhoi. Moreover, it makes the Mysteries, as Vanderpool thought possible,40 a prime candidate 
for the festival in question. Let us see what, if any, indications our remaining evidence provides. 

Certainly relevant to any discussion of place is the lex Phrearrhia's reference to "the Eleusinion," 
a sanctuary certainly containing one altar (lines 9, 18) and possibly three others as well: two of 
uncertain attribution (line 15) and a third of Plouton (line 19). 

At Eleusis, according to Otto Rubensohn, the name Eleusizion appears to have applied not 
to the sanctuary of Demeter and Kore as a whole but only to the huge initiation hail known to 
modern scholarship as the Telesterion.41 If Rubensohn is correct, this Eleusinion is immediately 
excluded from consideration as the venue of our rites, since in the Telesterion there will have been 
no altar, and at any rate it would be quite incredible for a rite other than the Mysteries to have 
been allowed into this ultra-sacred space, which was also almost certainly abaton to the uninitiated 
(Livy 31.14; Proclus, in Alcib. 1.11). If, on the other hand, one deems Rubensohn not to have 
completely disposed of the view of Ludwig Deubner,42 who argued that r6 'EXeucVLLov at Eleusis 
did denote the sanctuary as a whole, then even so, the phrase [r]6v &v -r(OL 'EXeu(a)wLVLbL P6) v of 
our inscription (line 9) does not accord with what we know of the sanctuary, with its PoA (otv 
Povoiv 'EXruawv, IG I3 32, lines 17-18). 

Deme Eleusinia filial to that of Eleusis are attested for the Tetrapolis (IG II2 1358, line 17) and 
Brauron (Anecd. Bekk. 242) and, with less certainly, for Paianeia (IG I3 250, lines 15-18, 26, etc.) and 
Phaleron (IG I3 32, line 34). Thus, without additional information about the deme Phrearrhoi, one 
could not exclude the possibility that an Eleusinion existed there, too.43 But we are not completely 
without information: we know that the deme had its own eponymous Demeter Phrearrhios (see 
p. 92 above), whose cult will almost certainly have been dominant there (cf Artemis Brauronia 
at Brauron, Zeus Olympios at Olympia, etc.), with a relatively elaborate sanctuary and festival. 
While of course hardly out of the question, it seems rather improbable that a deme would also 
support the Eleusinion of another and competing "major" Demeter (Demeter Eleusinia). 

There exist, moreover, some specific, and perhaps striking, correspondences of the data above 
with what is known or suspected about the Eleusinion at Athens. Neither the testimonia for this 

37 Herodotos 8.65; Plutarch, Alc. 34; Pausanias 1.2.4; Pollux 1.32; schol. Aristophanes, Ra. 326; IG 112 847, lines 20- 
21; 1006, line 122; 1008, line 8; 1011, line 8; 1028, lines 9-10; Oliver 1941, pp. 65-72, no. 31 (= LSCG Suppl. 15), 
lines 42-43; RE IX, 1914, cols. 613-618, s.v. Iakchos (O. Kern); GGR3 I, p. 664. 

38 He was invoked as "son of Semele" (= Dionysos) in a ceremony of the Lenaia at Athens: tv ?otq A-vatxotx &y(aL 

lo() ALov?aou u o,ou Xor x XC)v Xoc4nita Vyev xaoXere Oe6v, xat ot 6nomo6ovtcrec PoCav Ee4eX<L' 'IoxXe 
nXoutro86-o (schol. Aristophanes, Ra. 479). This ceremony has been attributed to either a relatively late conflation of 
Iacchos with Dionysos (Mylonas 1961, p. 308; Parke 1977, p. 105) or a fundamental connection between the Lenaia and 
Eleusinian cult (Deubner [1932] 1969, pp. 125-126). In fact, the Dadouchos and the epithet ploutodotas, which evokes 
the Eleusinian Ploutos, do suggest an Eleusinian cult connection, despite the Dionysiac ambiance and the presence 
of Semele. 

39 For the Iaccheion at Athens, Plutarch, Arist. 27.3; Alciphro 3.59 (23). 1; cf. Pausanias 1.2.4. 
40 1970,p.49. 
41 Rubensohn 1955, pp. 1-23. 
42 Deubner 1948, pp. 3-6. 
43 Sokolowski (1971, p. 219) is quite certain that the inscription "informs us that an Eleusinion existed also in the 

deme Phrearrhioi." 
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shrine44 nor its partial excavation has so far produced much certainty about what it contained, 
but the more secure indications are listed below. 

IN45 THE ELEusINION AT ATHENS 

a. An Altar, located at the place where the Boule met each year on the day after the Eleusinian 
Mysteries (Andokides 1. 10-1 16). 

1. an altar foundation found just east of a small temple (2, below), identified by Homer 
Thompson and Richard Wycherley46 as altar (a) above. 

2. a small temple on the western side of the excavated area,47 often considered (wrongly, 
I believe) to be the temple of Triptolemos mentioned in Pausanias 1.14.48 In the southeast 
corner of the Agora, Pausanias notes lenp nUv xp'vxv ['Evvea'xpouvov] two temples, one 
of Demeter and Kore and the other of Triptolemos. He next proceeds to tell all about 
Triptolemos and then reports that a dream has prevented him from "rushing to go still 
farther into this story and [describe] as many things as contains the sanctuary at Athens 
called the Eleusinion." Pausanias then returns to Triptolemos, finishing his description of 
the hero's temple. I think that this sequence clearly indicates temples that were associated 
with, but not inside, the Eleusinion. 

b. Two Altars(?) with ritual inscriptions, unequal in size, 510-480 B.C.49 
1. To6G PcoVoC6 ToWV 0eL{v}oZV (IG 112 1672, lines 140-141). Sterling Dow and Robert 

Healey50 refer these lines to the sanctuary at Eleusis. The reference, however, is in the 
inscription's accounts for the sixth prytany (lines 137-212), which generally focus on the 
City Eleusinion (ines [129], 148-150 [cf. 162], 162, 165, 167, 170, 182, 194, 203). In fact, 
between lines 129 and 203 there is no reference to anything certainly at Eleusis, except 
an allowance for a workman making steps(?) (npoapaOpx) for the Haloa (lines 143-144).51 

c. A Sanctuary of Plouton provisioned by a priestess of Demeter Thesmophoros, Satyra, early 
2nd century B.C.52 

&neaxeuaxev b [q tVpem] xa&L rou vaouC( naIv] 
5 [T&s noCs Ev ni@& 'EXeULvown, czaps]axeaxev Bi xac nt&[v] za &v - 

-rou H[u 

[TXcvoG lEPWL]. 
[Bouvax a a6 x-i xal etx6voc &]v&Oeatv iv n[vaxL, xaOacx6 p 

[680o-xl xac &XXcZLc lepecm iv -V WL vcWL] ti- A"rpog xat TN Kop~[c] 

[&vOayp4l be r6r no 5qalix nov tcxactav] n$v riotv Ev cm5Xel ?4l] 
10 [OWEl xaiL G-(-at npog -wt XEXeumv6xL]. 

Granted that all references to the Eleusinion in these lines are restored, the inscription was found in 
the vicinity of the Eleusinion, and its sanctuary of Plouton is likely enough to have been very closely 
associated with the Eleusinion. 

44 Agora III, pp. 74-85; Thompson 1960, pp. 334-338; Agora XIV, pp. 150-155; Davis 1931, pp. 57-67; Rubensohn 
1955, pp. 1-23. 

45 In fact, of significant cult artifacts only the single altar (a), below, is demonstrably in the Eleusinion: for other 
items, the sorry state of the evidence compels frequent scholarly recourse to such phrases as "either in, or very closely 
associated with, the Eleusinion." 

46 Agora XV, p. 153. 
47 Agora XW, pp. 150-153. 
48 Agora XIV, p. 152; Miles 1981, p. 276. 
49 Jeffery 1948, pp. 90-92. 
50 1965, p. 36. 
51 For the Haloa at Eleusis, see Deubner [1932] 1969, pp. 62-67; Parke 1977, pp. 98-100. 
52 Broneer 1942, p. 265, no. 51. 
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1. 6[o n]oU HIXoUt-voc (sc. tepov): IG II2 1672, lines 168-169, 172, 177, 185-186; a series 
interspersed with references to the City Eleusinion.53 Philip Davis and Wycherley support 
placement of the Ploutonion here.54 This sanctuary of Plouton will certainly have had 
an altar. 

As restored (lines 4-5), the Satyra inscription above also suggests the presence of multiple 
temples within the Eleusinion, a suggestion that the "roofs" (not& 6poq&t) and "doors" (ot& O6upa,) 
attributed to this shrine in IG 112 1672, lines 170-171 may be thought to support. One should not, 
however, overestimate the conjectures of line 5, and certainly the shrine's ancillary structures (e-g 
below), together with its small temple (a.2, above), can provide the requisite roofs and doors without 
the necessity of positing multiple temples. One may even question Margaret Miles' confidence that 
the major cult structures of the Eleusinion are yet to be found.55 The hieron at Eleusis, which surely 
provided a model for its Athenian outpost, is hardly rife with temples: only the Temple of Demeter 
and Kore and the Ploutonion are attested, together with a good number of ancillary buildings,56 
substantially the makeup of the Eleusinion as it is now known. 

d. An axV: there is no inscriptional evidence, but the clear space within the peribolos of the 
portion of the Eleusinion so far excavated is an aule. 

e. A vexo6pLov (sacristy): IG 112 1672, line 164 (Agora III, p. 80, no. 215). 

f A Oacaup6,-: IG 1I2 1672, lines 201-202 (Agora III, p. 80, no. 215). 

g An tnvovv (kitchen): IG 112 1672, line 194 (cf. line 189). 

Although it may be purely an accident of the archaeological finds and documentary analyses to 
date, the sacral elements (a)-(d) listed above for the City Eleusinion are identical to those associated 
with the Eleusinion of our inscription. 

Another aspect of the City Eleusinion that has bearing upon the lex Phrearrhia is its close, 
if obscure, association with the Athenian Thesmophoria. The inscription honoring Satyra 
noted above possibly records the repair and provisioning of the sanctuary by a priestess of 
Demeter Thesmophoros, and Oscar Broneer argued that the Eleusinion was the venue of the city 
Thesmophoria.57 There does seem to be a connection between the City Eleusinion and Demeter 
Thesmophoros, and the lex Phrearrhzia can be reproducing that connection with its sacrifice to this 
goddess in an Eleusinian context. 

There is thus some reason to believe that the City Eleusinion is the venue of our inscription 
and also, in view of the presence of Iacchos, that the Mysteries are the specific rite described. Let us 
now consider the inscription's date rubric in this connection. riL U tPao[ eL - --] in line 27 shows 
that the text as a whole is organized following the calendar and suggests that the surviving portion 
describes events on two successive days, the first in lines 1-27 and the second in lines 27-32. These 
day pairs are the 6th and 7th (rtiL U ~f3[VeL tat&aVevou]), 16th and 17th (-ti b t P86[ie?L fnt 
bexa]), or 23rd and 24th (tqL b fe fpbo3[VeL Ven' dx&&aq]) of a month. Given, however, that the in- 
scription describes rites of Demeter on the first day and unidentified but associated rites on the sec- 
ond, two of these three day pairs may be eliminated at the outset. Jon Mikalson58 has shown (1) that 
the sixth day of each month was a festival day of Artemis and that no part of any festival that did not 
involve Artemis ever occurred on that day, and (2) that no festival is attested for the 24th of any 

53 Pace Dow and Healey (1965, p. 36), who refer all references to Plouton in inscriptions to the hieron at Eleusis. 
54 Davis 1931, pp. 61-66; Agora III, p. 80, no. 215. 
55 Miles 1981, p. 286. 
56 Mylonas 1961, passim and esp. pp. 130-154. 
57 1942, pp. 250-264. 
58 1975,pp. 18, 188. 
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TABLE 4 

Boedromion 

15 16 17 
night A.M. noon P.M. 

(lex Phrearrhia) 
Lines 1-27 Lines 27-32 
Rites Rites 

(Greater Myseries) 
&yupi6; (assembly) &abxce V6uaTcr tepta 8eopo(?) 

(mystai sacrifice pigs) Epidauria(?) 
7tp6ppWtvp tepta be(po(?) (rites of Asklepios/ 
(preliminary announcement) (general sacrifices) repetition of general 

sacrifices for latecomers) 

month of the year. Thus the 6th and 7th and 23rd and 24th are eliminated, and only the 16th 
and 17th remain: the date rubric of line 27, accordingly, should be restored as -rt U ,186[rtl 
&tt Ucxa]. These are among the days of the Eleusinian Mysteries (Boedromion 15-18) in which 
ceremonies were conducted at Athens in and around the City Eleusinion.59 Some remaining 
data from the lex Phrearrhia will suggest further conclusions about the date and events within that 
Athenian period. 

First, the implements of the rite described-lamp, lampstand, and torches-are obviously 
designed for the production of light and thus suggest that the rites on the 16th took place after 
dark. Owing to the Athenian practice of reckoning days from sunset to sunset, however, the 
ceremonies would be conducted on the night before the day of the 16th, as shown in Table 4. 
Table 4 sets out the ceremonies in the lex Phrearrhia by date and time in relation to events of the 
Greater Mysteries. 

As Table 4 shows, the existing schedule of the Athenian portion of the Mysteries is not yet per- 
fecdy clear. It is generally agreed that the a'yupVo'? and tp6ppvXaLq took place on Boedromion 15,60 
and the &xak Vuc6aTL is securely attested for the 16th (Polyainos 3.11.2). According to Philostratos 
(Pita Apollonii 4.18), in the order of events the Epidauria came third, after the npo6pprvcaL and the 
tepeta beupo, and were accompanied by a second set of sacrifices, corresponding to the earlier 
epe-t be-upo, for the benefit of latecomers to the Mysteries (&a U 'EtLbau&pLX vet&a tpopp7LV 

-e xat tepeLa beupo uLwV 'A0elvaLoL naptCLOV dit Ouactt bevutp).61 Thus, if the tepek a beupo 
fell on the 16th (together with the Rcabe Vu'rmat), the Epidauria was on the 17th; if on the 17th, the 
Epidauria occupied the 18th. The lex Phrearrhia can decide this question. Lines 1-27 describe part 
of a major sacrificial exercise, one that does not at all correspond with the simple and individually 
oriented &Xabe tiu6ctCL. The sacrifices, then, must be those of the tepet beupo, which is thus 
shown to occur on the night of Boedromion 16, with the &Rabe tucatCo following on the day of 
the 16th. The Epidauria, accordingly, will fall on the 17th.62 This arrangement happens to leave 
Boedromion 18 clear of festival events and thus free for meetings of the Athenian Ekklesia, of which 
five are securely attested.63 The whole program is set out in Table 5. 

59 Mikalson 1975, pp. 55-58; Mylonas 1961, pp. 247-251. 
60 See Mikalson 1975, pp. 54-56. 
61 IG I2 4960, lines 2-8; Pausanias 2.26.8; Aristotle, AthPol 56.4; Mylonas 1961, p. 251; Parke 1977, pp. 64-65. 
62 This arrangement is accepted by Foucart (1914, pp. 317-323), Graindor (1934, p. 153), and Dow (1937, p. 113). 
63 Mikalson 1975, pp. 57-58. 
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TABLE 5 

Boedromion 

15 16 17 
night A.M. noon P.M. night A.M. noon P.M. 

&rUos te?pta BCOpo &Babe Va6 t Epidauria 
(assembly) (general sacrifices) (mystai sacrifice pigs) (rites of Asklepios/ 
7rPPPT)atS repetition of general sacrifices 
(preliminary [lex Phrearrhia, for latecomers) 

announcement) lines 1-27] [lex Phrearrhia, lines 27-32] 
(for "night," see 7rvvuxt$, 

below) 

George Mylonas objects to the combination of &Babe liTrcaL and tepeta beupo on the same 
day, on the grounds that "the return from the sea, a rather disorderly affair, and the killing and 
sacrifice of so many little pigs, were not conducive to the solemn atmosphere required for the major 
sacrifices on behalf of the city."64 This objection is obviated by the arrangement suggested above, 
in that the tepe-La be-upo occurs at night, leaving a significant interval before the &Rabe vu.aTC. 

Lines 27-32 of the lex Phrearrhzia, which, I suggest, are concerned with the Epidauria, have 
little to distinguish them: the altar of line 29 indicates that sacrifice took place, and there is ample 
evidence for this in the Epidauria.65 A tavvUXEL66 and even an &ppv<popax67 are also attested, 
and the first of these has interesting implications for the reconstruction of events set out above. 
If the ceremonies of the Epidauria were in some sense intended to replicate, for the benefit of 
latecomers, previous events in the schedule of the Mysteries, then their major sacrifices, like those 
of the tepe-a beupo, should have taken place at night; and indeed, the evidence for a navvuXiL 
in the Epidauria can support this suggestion. Thus, in Table 5 I have placed the Hauptzeit of the 
Epidauria on the night before the day of Boedromion 17. 

The only other significant item in lines 27-32 is xoit tX iOuql[x-q (sc. tiXvrq)] in line 28: 
this may possibly be associated with ozapOevLxot X6poL in SEG XVII 26, line 22, based on a new 
reading of IG II2 974. In this honorary decree a priest of Asklepios 

68(oxe ... Xcll trkv bwtoOu OUyat[epd eti -r t 'AaxXrntuLczL xcd t&] 
'EmtuLpLm appr(Popouaavc POUX61[4evoc 8' xa &it dnit nxov auvew nag] 

20 npos -rous( Oeovs( -luvaq xai -rhv -r[-c; n6WXew a-rXplav ipou0v`r~]- 
Gev xacxzc xaL e&vo,6W; tcazUpov [xat e&x6avraev CYv tp&7tnv] 
xca tzavvuxLa& GuveeTXBaGv oceVLxL XoPaLI1 

The priest's accomplishments after &ppr~opoOaav, like those of previous lines, seem to have been 
in connection with the Epidauria. If the new reading of 0 in line 22 is accurate, it yields an 
important piece of new information about the festival, namely, that the general sacrifices of its 
pannychis were finished off with one or more maiden choruses. Such choruses could be the event 
indicated by the inscription's tr ,uovouqL[xrkc], whether the Phrearrhian delegation itself provided a 
chorus or merely observed. 

Mikalson has set out the evidence from Attic sacred calendars for deme sacrifices etc tobs 

AOv)vacouq, that is, those "offerings and ceremonies provided to the state on behalf of the deme."68 

64 Mylonas 1961, p. 250. 
65 Philostratos, Vita Apollonii 4.18 (p. 104 above); IG 112 974, lines 11-12. For these sacrifices, a kanephoros: IG II2 

3457, line 2; 3554, lines 19-22. 
66 IG 112 974, lines 12-13; 975, lines 5-8. 
67 IG II2 974, lines 18-19. A procession is also attested: Aristotle, AthPol 56.4. 
68 Mikalson 1977, p. 426. 
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I have argued above that the Phrearrhian inscription describes just such a set of offerings and 
ceremonies at, respectively, the tepeLO eu-po and Epidauria of the Eleusinian Mysteries at Athens 
on Boedromion 16 and 17. I am all too aware that my argument has not been straightforward but 
has depended upon the assembling of evidence that, taken piece by piece, may seem unacceptably 
tenuous. If Eugene Vanderpool would not have approved, I know that he would have found a 
tactful and encouraging way of saying so. 
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